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Considered are the characteristics of the lo-
cal magnetic shear in currentless L == 2 he-
liotronltorsatrons allowing a large Shafranov 
shift. Such a system has the plane magnetic 
axis. The significant deformation of the mag-
netic surfaces due to the large Shafranov shift 
toward the major radius direction occurs on 
each poloidal cross section. Thus, the stellara-
tor expansion is applicable in order to inves-
tigate change of the local magnetic shear due 
to the Shafrranov shift. The Grad-Shafranov 
type of equilibrium equation obtained by the 
stellarator expansion is solved approximately 
in the Shafranov coordinate system ( r s, () s, (s). 
The Pfirsch-Schliiter current is directly ob-
tained as 
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Note that the Pfirsch-Schliiter current is in-
versely proportional to the global rotational 
transform -t. By using the equivalent expres-
sion of the magnetic field to the equilibrium: 
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the local rotational transform i is expressed by 
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where ~(rs) is the Shafranov shift of the flux 
surface witlb the minor radius r s. To determine 
the rotational transform -t and the derivative of 
the Shafranov shift ~~, the expansion around 
the magnetic axis is used taking into account 
the high-/3 ordering: 1~1 1 == O(c) (c == ; ). 
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Note that 1~1 1 == 0(1) from the stellarator or-
dering: /3 rv c. The expression of -t indicates 
that -t increases (decreases) near the magnetic 
axis with /3" < 0 ( the periphery with {3" > 0) 
compared with the vacuum rotational trans-
form -tv. From the expressions of i and ~~, 
on the outside of the torus ( () s == 0), the lo-
cal rotational transform -t is always enlarged 
compared with the global rotational transform 
-t independent of the sigh of the global shear. 
The more this tendency is enhanced, the more 
-t decreases and the more /3 increases. 
In the case of finite- /3 currentless L == 2 he-
liotronltorsatrons, there appears the flux sur-
face 'l/Jt with -t . , around which the Pfirsch-
mtn 
Schluter current localizes. Outside of the torus, 
the ratio of the local rotational transform i 
to the global rotational transform -t: i I-t in-
creases radially inside of the flux surface 'l/Jt· 
However, beyond 'l/Jt the ratio i I-t decreases ra-
dially. Therefore, the local magnetic shear s 
will decrease near both the magnetic axis with 
tokamak-like global magnetic shear (s < 0) and 
the periphery with stellarator-like global mag-
netic. shear ( s > 0). This property appears in 
the expression of the local shear as follows: 
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where s == --. This expression is more re-
-t drs 
duced in the interested region: 
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Even in the stellarator-like global shear region 
with s > 0, the local magnetic shear may dis-
appear due to the global shear correction ex-
pressed by [ C- 3s], which comes from the large 
Shafranov shift ( note that in the low-/3 order-
ing there is no this type of shear correction ) . 
